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With the development of electronic technology and sensor technology, more and more intelligent electronic devices integrate
micro inertial sensors, which makes the research of human action recognition based on action sensing data have great
application value. Data-based action recognition is a new research direction in the ﬁeld of pattern recognition, which is
essentially a process of action data acquisition, feature extraction, feature extraction, and recognition, the process of
classiﬁcation and recognition. Inertial motion information includes acceleration and angular velocity information, which is
ubiquitous in daily life. Compared with motion recognition based on visual information, it can more directly reﬂect the
meaning of action. This study mainly discusses the method of analyzing and managing volleyball action by using the action
sensor of mobile device. Based on the motion recognition algorithm of support vector machine, the motion recognition process
of support vector machine is constructed. When the data terminal and gateway of volleyball players are not in the same LAN,
the classiﬁcation algorithm classiﬁes the samples to be tested through the characteristic data, which directly aﬀects the
recognition results. In this paper, the support vector machine algorithm is selected as the data classiﬁcation algorithm, and the
calculation of the classiﬁcation process is reduced by designing an appropriate kernel function. For multiclass problems, the
hierarchical structure of directed acyclic graph is optimized to improve the recognition rate. We need to bind motion sensors
to human joints. In order to realize real-time recognition of human motion, mobile devices need to add windows to the
motion capture data, that is, divide the data into a small sequence of speciﬁed length, and provide more application scenarios
for the device. This method of embedding motion sensors into devices to read motion information is widely used, which
provides a convenient data acquisition method for human motion pattern recognition based on motion information. The
multiclassiﬁcation support vector machine algorithm is used to train the classiﬁcation algorithm model with action data. When
the signal strength of the sensor is 90 t and the speed is 2.0 m/s and 0.5 m/s, the detection accuracy of the adaptive threshold is
93% and 95%, respectively. The results show that the SVM method based on hybrid kernel function can greatly improve the
recognition accuracy of volleyball stroke, and the recognition time is short.

1. Introduction
In recent years, more and more researchers have begun to
analyze the movements of the human body, and the ﬁeld
of research is also expanding. From medical rehabilitation
engineering, motion sensing games to the production of
movies and TV works, virtual reality, and professional sports
analysis, human action analysis and recognition technologies are more and more widely used and have produced huge

value. Most of the mature research on the understanding of
human behavior is based on the analysis of video or image
sequences. The motion recognition method based on optical
motion capture has obvious advantages. But it also has the
most basic disadvantage: the acquisition of motion data is
uncertain.
Using quantitative posture data as input data, the basic
characteristics of motion can be reconstructed. In the aspect
of action recognition, this method uses the support vector
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machine algorithm to classify the longest common part as a
kernel function to integrate, train, and compare the similarity of the time series of daily sports and realize common classiﬁcation and recognition. Using the longest common
subsequence as the kernel function of the support vector
machine is completely diﬀerent from the traditional timebased single point information. Using the time series information contained in sports, design a classiﬁcation system
for volleyball actions based on spatial methods.
Motion sensor technology and automatic fall detection
systems have become reliable and low-cost solutions for
falls. Yu et al. have developed a fall detection system based
on Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which can use a single
motion sensor to automatically detect falls for actual home
monitoring scenarios. They proposed a new representation
for the acceleration signal in HMM to avoid feature engineering and developed a sensor orientation calibration algorithm to solve the problem of sensor misalignment in actual
scenes (misaligned sensor position and misaligned sensor
orientation). The HMM classiﬁer is trained to detect falls
based on the acceleration signal data collected from the
motion sensor. They collect data sets from experiments that
simulate falls and normal activities. Their research process
lacks theoretical foundation [1]. The smart phone sensor
can measure the unique behavioral characteristics of the user
when interacting with the smart phone according to the
user’s diﬀerent habits, gestures, and angle preferences of
touch operations. Shen et al. studied the reliability and applicability of active and continuous smart phone authentication
using motion sensor behavior in various operating scenarios
and systematically evaluated the uniqueness and durability
of behavior. For each sample of sensor behavior, motion
information sequences must be extracted and analyzed.
These information sequences have statistics, frequency, and
wavelet domain characteristics to provide accurate and
ﬁne-grained representations of user touch actions. Their
research process lacks data [2]. Yurtman and Barshan proposed a novel noniterative direction estimation method
based on the physical and geometric characteristics of acceleration, angular velocity, and magnetic ﬁeld vector to estimate the direction of the motion sensor unit. They obtain
the orientation of the sensor unit according to the rotation
quaternion transformation between the sensor unit frames.
He evaluated the proposed method by incorporating it into
an activity recognition scheme for daily and sports activities,
which requires accurate estimation of the orientation of the
sensor unit in order to achieve the invariance of the orientation of the unit on the body. His research process lacks
experimental data [3]. Signature recognition is to identify
the owner of the signature, and veriﬁcation is the process
of ﬁnding the authenticity of the signature. Although both
are important in the ﬁeld of forensic science, veriﬁcation is
even more important for banks and credit card companies.
Behera et al. proposed a method to analyze 3D signatures
captured using leap motion sensors. They extended the original 2D function from the original signature to 3D and
applied a well-known classiﬁer for identiﬁcation and veriﬁcation. They used the leap sports interface to create a large
data set containing more than 2,000 signatures registered
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by 100 volunteers. Their research method is not novel
enough [4].
This research mainly uses the support vector machine
method based on the hybrid kernel function to determine
the movement recognition of the human body in the volleyball movement database. First, the moving images in the
database are processed, and an action database suitable for
the SVM algorithm is established. Then, PCA dimensionality reduction was performed before classiﬁcation. Finally,
the SVM classiﬁer was used to identify the action type. In
the research process of volleyball motion recognition, this
research will focus on the SVM algorithm based on the
hybrid kernel function and compare it with the experimental
template matching method. The SVM algorithm based on
the hybrid kernel function proves that the recognition of
volleyball stroke is eﬀective and fast.

2. Volleyball Stroke
2.1. Internet of Things Technology. The Internet of Things
technology can use smart terminals, communication base
stations, data processing, and other display devices to optimize the collection, processing, and monitoring of information. The Internet of Things needs to meet special needs
when applied, such as low power consumption, strong coverage, and low cost. In order to meet these needs, various
industry organizations have formulated a series of communication standards. The current system based on the Internet
of Things technology can meet the requirements of low cost
and low power consumption, but there are still problems in
security and capacity, so the demand for new Internet technology standards is becoming more and more urgent [5, 6].
The combination of wireless communication technology and
wireless automatic identiﬁcation technology is a network
based on the computer Internet. On the basis of the Internet,
sensors and controllers are particularly important. What we
expect is that all devices or test objects on the network can
communicate information without manual intervention [7].
2.2. Motion Feature Recognition. Motion detection is a general preprocessing process for computer vision applications,
but motion detection is easily aﬀected by the environment,
for example, in scenes such as changes in light, dynamic
background, camera movement, and shadows. It is very difﬁcult to correctly detect moving targets. Currently, background subtraction, interframe diﬀerence, and optical ﬂow
have been widely used in motion detection [8, 9].
Median ﬁltering is a type of nonlinear ﬁltering that can
eﬀectively remove noise. The values around the calculated
points are arranged in accordance with the gray value, and
the gray value of the median value of the placed point is
substituted by the gray value of the calculated point, thereby
realizing the ﬁltering function. This method can eﬀectively
remove noise and high-frequency deviation in Fourier space,
so that the image is smoother and the resolution will not be
reduced. If the pixel value of the point ðx, yÞ is f ðx, yÞ, and
the pixel value of the corresponding point after median ﬁltering is gðx, yÞ, the relevant formula is as follows [10]:
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gðx, yÞ = medianf f ðx − m, y − nÞ, ðm, nÞ ∈ Qg:

3
ð1Þ

Among them, Q is the size of the module. After feature
representation, classiﬁers in machine learning are often used
to recognize actions. Supervised learning is to build a model
that represents the distribution between the classiﬁcation
label and the input features. The unsupervised learning
mode is to directly learn training actions from the entire
training data, that is, without inputting classiﬁcation labels.
The choice of the number of median ﬁlter banks depends
on the actual situation. If the number is too small, the texture feature of the image cannot be fully expressed, and if
the number is too large, the calculation will be complicated.
Particularly during deep training, since deep neural networks can automatically learn image features, if the number
of channels is set too much, the training speed will be greatly
reduced, the memory footprint will be large, and the learning will be repeated between features, which will aﬀect the
overall robustness of the network [11, 12]. The parameters
of the Gaussian function most suitable for pixel n can be
obtained by an and kn [13].
Dðαn , kn , z n Þ =

1
1
log det〠ðαn , kn Þ + ½z n − μðαn , kn ÞT
2
2
 〠ðαn , kn Þ−1 ½z n − μðαn , kn Þ:
ð2Þ

Among them, z n is the RGB value of pixel n. In actual
application scenarios, the observation of the target is often
multiangle and multidirectional, so these properties are very
important for the eﬀective extraction of texture features.
They also directly determine the application ﬁeld of the
median ﬁlter, and compared to other edge ﬁlters, the median
ﬁlter is closer to the continuously variable condition [14, 15].
2.3. Support Vector Machine. Support vector machine
(SVM) is a classic method in the ﬁeld of pattern recognition
and machine learning. It is a supervised learning model
related to learning and training. It can be used for data analysis, pattern recognition classiﬁcation, and regression. The
support vector machine algorithm is based on the structural
risk minimization of statistical learning methods and the VC
dimension theory. Speciﬁcally, the support vector machine is
constructed by eigenvalue dimensions, a high-dimensional
space, in which a hyperplane is established so that the data
categories are distributed on both sides of the hyperplane,
and the hyperplane is optimized to make the separation
between the separated data categories and the hyperplane.
Maximize to get the optimal hyperplane. Motion characteristics are obtained by estimating continuous interframe
changes. The local motion feature is based on a nonpredetermined target area motion analysis method, which directly
searches for points of interest or regions from images or
videos and describes their motion information [16]. The discrete form of the transformation function is

k
 k n
sk = T ðr k Þ = 〠 Pr r j = 〠 k k = 0, 1, 2, ⋯, L − 1,
n
j=0
j=0

ð3Þ

where n is the sum of pixels in the image and nk is the
number of pixels whose gray level is n. Compared with the
global shape feature, the diﬀerent subshapes in the local
shape feature are considered relatively independent, so the
description of the shape is not as good as the global feature
complete and accurate. However, because the local shape
features are relatively less aﬀected by the human body detection and tracking results, they can be used in complex scenes
[17, 18]. Therefore, the heart in the initial state probability σ
is deﬁned as
σit+1

2



= ð1 − ρÞðσu Þ2 + ρðx − μÞT xi − μ j :

ð4Þ

It represents the probability that the ﬁrst frame of this
type of action is in the state ρ. Diﬀerent initial models will
produce diﬀerent training results. The key issue of the application of the SVM model in action recognition is the determination of the hidden state. The traditional method is to
divide each action sequence into N segments, and each segment corresponds to a state in the SVM model. In this way,
we have added a penalty for samples that are out of bounds
in the problem of maximizing the interval [19]. The trade-oﬀ
between the two is controlled by the parameter C. The
Lagrange equation [20, 21] at this time becomes

Lðw, b, aÞ =

N
N
N


1 2
w + C 〠 ξn − 〠 an yn wT xn + b − 1 − 〠 μn ξn :
2
n=1
n=1
n=1

ð5Þ
Among them, a is the Lagrangian multiplier.
2.4. Motion Sensor. Generally, when selecting sensor positions, researchers often only consider the importance of different sensor positions to the action category. When a
position is selected, the subsequent position selection will
be selected according to the importance of the remaining
position to the action category [22, 23]. If each position is
not related to each other, then there is no problem with this
method. However, in practice, the positions are related to
each other, and they may contain the same information. If
only the correlation between the sensor position and the
action category is considered, the result will be the positions
that cause serious overlap are selected at the same time, and
the importance is relatively small, but the position and the
selected position do not have any overlap are often ignored,
so that some action categories that can only be distinguished
by the ignored position cannot be well recognized [24].
When a single-turn optical ﬁber coil with a diameter of D
rotates, two light waves are emitted clockwise (CW) and
counterclockwise (CCW) from point P of the circular optical
path, then
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T CW =

πD
πD
πD
:
=
=
V CW V f − ΩD ðc/nÞ − ΩD

ð6Þ

Among them, c is the speed in a vacuum [25, 26].

3. Volleyball Stroke Management Experiment
3.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Action Recognition
Algorithm Flow Design. The sensor node is the core of the
system, and each node is fully integrated with the accelerometer and the inertial measurement unit of the magnetometer.
The motion capture system connects all sensor nodes
through wires and ﬁnally collects the motion capture data
on the hub and realizes wired or wireless output through
the hub based on the Internet of Things technology. The
design process of the SVM algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
(1) The foreground part of the image is further segmented by the method based on image segmentation. Assign a pixel value to each divided block. In
this way, the ﬁnally obtained image is composed of
several pixel blocks, which have diﬀerent pixel values
for distinguishing each other
(2) After the ﬁrst step, we will get the segmented image
block. Reﬁne each image block and extract bones.
After all the image blocks are extracted, the results
are added together to form the image T
(3) Perform vertical expansion on the obtained image T.
The purpose of this expansion is to connect the
obtained bone points to each other, because there
may be gaps between the bone points obtained in
the previous step, and they are not connected to each
other
(4) Set a threshold, ﬁlter the image T, and ﬁlter out the
smaller area (less than the threshold). Used to eliminate the interference of some noise points
3.2. Design of Foreground Detection Module. The foreground
detection module takes the current frame as the input signal
and then judges the value of each pixel to obtain a binary
image of the same size as the current frame. If the pixel value
is 1, then the pixel is the detected moving image pixel. If the
pixel value is 0, it means that the pixel is a background pixel.
Foreground detection is the basis of the entire support vector
machine algorithm. In practical applications, the quality of
the foreground detection module will directly aﬀect the
detection eﬀect, and the foreground detection module processes pixel-level data, so the amount of calculation is very
large. Generally, the relationship between algorithm complexity and foreground extraction eﬀect is considered [27,
28].
3.3. Status Query Module Design. The cloud server functions
as a WAN gateway in the Internet of Things technology.
When the data terminal and the gateway of the volleyball
swimmer are not in the same local area network, the cloud
server needs to be used for communication and connection.

In addition, the security key comparison, the user’s mode
settings, and other conﬁguration ﬁles are also stored in the
cloud server.
3.4. Design of Volleyball Data Acquisition Module. To
achieve the overall range of motion capture of the human
body motion, more than 10 sensor nodes are required, and
motion sensors need to be bound to the limb joints of the
human body for motion capture. The sensors can detect
the human body through the built-in angular rate gyroscope
and accelerometer. Collect the motion information in the
motion process. For the motion data collected by the motion
sensor, the data acquisition module is required to process
and collect the data. After the system is initialized, these sensor nodes will automatically build a sensor network using
ZigBee technology to calculate the posture of each part of
the human body independently and in real time. Then,
under the scheduling of the sink node, the posture information of each part of the human body in the wireless sensor
network is orderly sent to the sink node. Finally, the sink
node uniformly uploads the data of each sensor node to
the host computer, which calculates the ﬁnal action form
of the human body.
The function of the motion sensor data acquisition module is to process the motion data collected by the motion
sensor equipment, including the following: (1) Analyze the
obtained binary data to obtain the real data information of
the motion. (2) Perform initial calculations on exercise data.
(3) Convert the format of the motion data to a format that is
easy to handle. (4) The movement data is handed over to the
data transmission module, and the transmission module
transmits the data to the terminal PC.
3.5. Design of Volleyball Data Storage Module. For the storage of sports data, the SaveDataFile method is implemented
in the CDataManager class. The data storage format is
completely in accordance with the data format received by
the serial port and is saved in a txt ﬁle in binary form. The
advantage of using this storage format is that the same data
decoding method as when the serial port receives data can be
used when the system software performs historical movement reproduction. According to the stored data in the form
of a matrix, the eﬀective data during the volleyball movement process are extracted, including the oﬀset position
information and the rotation angle information. Combining
these two sets of data, the posture analysis algorithm is used
to calculate the movement trajectory of the discrete data at
the main joint points of the human body.
3.6. Trajectory Image Generation Module Design. The trajectory generation module takes the clump information, foreground mask information, and volleyball stroke data
information as input information and then draws the corresponding motion trajectory information according to the
position information of each clump and ﬁnally retains the
motion trajectory information in the designated ﬁle. The trajectory generation module is the basis of the subsequent
OPENCV program. If the module can give an eﬀective moving object trajectory curve, it will greatly facilitate the
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Figure 1: SVM algorithm design process.

convenience of the subsequent program to study the moving
object. In real life, the algorithm itself is generally not considered complexity, usually choose the movement trend that
can smoothly draw the trajectory curve, and prepare for the
program to run.
3.7. Data Windowing. In order to realize the real-time recognition of human movements, it is necessary to window the
motion capture data, that is, to divide the data into a short
sequence of speciﬁed length. At the same time, in order to
enhance the ability to describe actions, there is a 50% overlap
between adjacent windows. The length of the window is
related to the frequency of the human body’s behavior. If
the length of the window is shorter, the cycle of the human
body motion included is also less, and the recognition eﬀect
is worse. If the length of the window is longer, the cycle of
the human body motion included is also more, the more stable the recognition eﬀect. But the length of the window
should not be too large; otherwise, it will cause system delay.
Considering that the sampling rate of the motion sensor
used in this study is 100 Hz, this study sets the length of
the window to 230.
3.8. Denoising Processing of Volleyball Image. The key to
median ﬁltering is to replace the local average value with
the local median value. In the N × N ðN = 2n + 1Þ mask window centered on the pixel ðx, yÞ of the gray image F, the gray
values of the N × N pixels are arranged in descending order.
The gray value of the middle position is deﬁned as a, a is
called the median value, and then f ðx, yÞ = a. The median
ﬁlter will aﬀect the impact function. When half of the window is larger than the width of the alluvial function, the
impact function tends to disappear, and the upper part of
the triangular function is ﬂattened, so edge blur can be
avoided and discrete impact noise can be reduced. In this
study, the median ﬁltering method was mainly used to
denoise the volleyball image.
3.9. SVM Parameter Training. Using the multiclass SVM
algorithm, use the action data to train the classiﬁcation algorithm model. Randomly select 650 groups from the 1300
groups of sample data as the training set, and the remaining
650 groups as the test set. The ﬁnal training process of the

classiﬁcation algorithm is to input the training action data
in the parameters of the volleyball, and the SVM classiﬁer
model for action recognition can be obtained. For diﬀerent
parameters, the recognition results and time are diﬀerent.
3.10. Network Simulation Program Realization. In the process of network simulation, when the density of network
nodes is small, the positioning calculation based on cooperation mode is selected. The simulation program is composed
of two parts: one is a user interface program written with
VisualC++ development tools; the other is a simulation
example program for volleyball wireless monitoring sensor
network technology written with OMNeT++ discrete event
simulation software. The latter is the core part of the simulation program, which is composed of application layer simulation sample program and MAC/route simulation sample
program, which are embedded in the user interface program,
and the two simulation sample programs can be started in
the user interface program.
3.11. Interactive Communication Design between the Client
and the Server. The server publishes related programming
interfaces through UDDI, and the client queries these interfaces through UDDI and programs these interfaces to realize
the secure communication between the client and the server.
3.12. System Test. The accelerometer data used for training
needs to be tagged, and the experimenter needs to enter
the type of volleyball style used. Four common volleyball
styles can be selected: breaststroke, freestyle, backstroke,
and volleyball. Add nickname information to prevent data
confusion during the experiment. In addition, the experiment recorder needs to manually record the time point
when each experimenter swims and turns and the number
of strokes. Click the start button before volleyball, and click
the end button after going back and forth through the pool.
Then, the acceleration data can be exported to the mobile
phone SD card in the txt format through the export button.
The txt data format contains the system’s time stamp and
the xyz three-axis data components of the acceleration sensor. The naming format is id+stroke style+pool distance
+sensor data source category.
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Table 1: SVM parameter identiﬁcation results.

Method
Parameter
Training sample accuracy
Test sample accuracy
Support vector number
Training time

GS

GA

PSO

(0.743, 0. 188)
90.33 (542/600)
92.0 (552/600)
305
26

(0.673, 0.981)
91.5% (549/600)
96% (576/600)
179
20 s

(0.665, 0.100)
92.2% (553/600)
93.8% (563/600)
289
24 s

Table 2: Inﬂuence of area window size on detection eﬀect.

4. Analysis of Volleyball Stroke Management
4.1. Analysis of Parameter Recognition Results. SVM parameter identiﬁcation results are shown in Table 1. Compare the
combined training results of three parameters (C, g). Looking at the test accuracy of the three classiﬁers as a whole,
except for the genetic algorithm, the other two have an accuracy close to 94%. Further analysis of the impact of diﬀerent
parameters on the accuracy rate found that the smaller the
penalty factor C, the greater the number of support vectors,
the larger the C, the less the number of corresponding support vectors. This is in line with the deﬁnition of C. The
smaller the C, the smaller the emphasis on noise points.
During training, more noise points are treated as data samples. However, when the parameter g is 0.1, the test accuracy
is higher, and the genetic algorithm has the highest accuracy
in the training samples, which indicates that the kernel function aﬀects the generalization ability of the classiﬁer, and the
eﬀect of processing unknown samples is better. In summary,
the parameter combination obtained by the grid search algorithm corresponds to the classiﬁer with higher accuracy and
better performance. The actual test time of the three
methods is within 0.5 seconds. For a well-trained interactive
system, it meets the real-time requirements. The training
process is performed oﬄine and does not aﬀect real-time
recognition. There is also a positive correlation between
training time and the number of support vectors, indicating
that more support vectors require a lot of training time. It
can be seen from Table 1 that even if only the relative position features between the pair of bone nodes are used, the
average recognition rate of this study is the highest. This
shows that the SVM based on the two-layer AP can select
a more representative posture. Taking the selected posture
as the hidden variable of SVM, this method can achieve
good results for action recognition. After adding bone angle
features, the average recognition rate of this study can reach
96%. It can be seen that for the UTKinect database, the combination of special recognition features can enrich the feature information and improve the recognition rate.
4.2. Area Window Size on the Detection Eﬀect. After SVM
detects the peak, it needs to detect the window of the area
where the peak is located and eliminate the inﬂuence of
some spike interference on the detection eﬀect. The setting
of diﬀerent area windows will aﬀect the monitoring eﬀect
of the algorithm. This research will ﬁnd the best through
experiments. The size of the area window makes the detection accuracy the highest. The experiment extracts the complete data of 4 users from the volleyball data and measures

Numbers
1
2
3
4

Time window

Check accuracy

2
4
6
8

93%
95%
97%
98%

the accuracy of the measurement in diﬀerent area windows
through the above algorithm. The eﬀect of the area window
size on the detection eﬀect is shown in Table 2. In the data
collection, when each subject is recording the acceleration
data during volleyball while wearing the equipment, the
experimenter in charge of recording will observe with his
eyes and record the number of strokes. By comparing the
actual recorded data with the measured data, the accuracy
of the algorithm can be obtained. Observe the average accuracy of the experiment by setting diﬀerent sizes of time windows in the algorithm. The ideal recognition accuracy is the
dynamic threshold detection method and the regional peak
detection method proposed in this paper. As the acceleration
curve is diﬃcult to avoid, there are some spike interference
signals that make the curve diﬃcult to be completely
smooth. Therefore, some of the peak signals may be misjudged as arm stroke behavior, resulting in experimental
detection results generally greater than actual results. The
dynamic threshold detection method will miss the detection
situation, resulting in the detection result is generally less
than the actual result. Based on the results of volleyball style
detection, the measured value of the regional peak detection
method is the closest to the actual situation, which can show
that the method proposed in this study is feasible.
4.3. Diﬀerent Dimensionality Reduction Methods on the
Performance of Action Recognition. In this study, the selected
part of the action sequence and the collected action sequence
in the action database are used as the research data set, and
the angle characteristic sequence of each action sequence is
extracted, and each sequence is further extracted by windowing each sequence. The time-frequency characteristics
of the data. Part of the collected human movement data is
used as training data, the movement data selected from the
CMU movement database and the rest of the collected data
are used as test data. Three diﬀerent feature reduction
methods are used to reduce the dimensionality of the test
data. It can be seen from the ﬁgure that in the dimensionality reduction results obtained by linear discriminant analysis, the same types of action data are almost clustered
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together, but the action data between diﬀerent types are too
close and the degree of discrimination is too small. In the
dimensionality reduction results obtained by principal component analysis, all the motion data are intertwined in a
mess, which is diﬃcult to distinguish with the naked eye.
In contrast, in the dimensionality reduction results obtained
by the generalized discriminant analysis, the same type of
action data has good aggregation, and diﬀerent types of
actions have a large degree of distinction, which lays a good
foundation for the classiﬁcation of the next step.
In order to further quantitatively study the impact of different dimensionality reduction methods on the performance of action recognition, this study uses the collected
action data as the training set, and the data selected from
the CMU action database as the veriﬁcation set. The hierarchical SVM classiﬁer is used to compare the three diﬀerent
dimensionality reduction methods compared. The veriﬁcation results obtained by diﬀerent dimensionality reduction
methods are shown in Figure 2. The action recognition rate
obtained by generalized discriminant analysis dimensionality reduction is the highest, followed by linear discriminant
analysis, and principal component analysis is the lowest.
The worst results obtained by using principal component
analysis to reduce dimensionality can be explained as follows: principal component analysis is a linear dimensionality
reduction method, and it is also an unsupervised dimensionality reduction method. The eﬀect of sample labels is not
considered in the process of dimensionality reduction.
Important information is not extracted. In contrast, linear
discriminant analysis, as a supervised dimensionality reduction method, has better feature extraction capabilities. Due
to the introduction of the kernel function, generalized discriminant analysis can map nonlinear motion characteristics
to high-dimensional space and then perform linear discriminant analysis, so generalized discriminant analysis has a
stronger ability to extract information from human
movements.
4.4. Feasibility Analysis of SVM. According to the best eﬀect
of this feature, this study set the number of joints to 6 and
the segmentation window to 60. The SVM descriptor has
the fastest recognition time. This is because the descriptor
has only a few simple operations in the process of extracting
time-frequency features, and the dimensionality reduction
process can be obtained only by multiplying with the projection matrix. In addition, the descriptor applied generalized
discriminant analysis to eﬀectively extract the important
information in the action features, so a good recognition
result was obtained. Through comparison, it can be found
that the method proposed in this study is superior to other
methods in recognition rate and recognition time. The two
descriptors proposed based on the topic model, LDA and
LDA+SVM, have the best recognition accuracy, which can
be explained as follows: the topic model-based method
reﬁnes the diﬀerence of diﬀerent types of actions to the difference of the posture frame. Sampling makes action words
with smaller discrimination in similar types of actions have
greater weight, which makes action descriptors of similar
action types have greater diﬀerences. The feature recognition
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result of SVM for volleyball stroke is shown in Figure 3.
Since the types of actions in this study are few and simple,
it uses fewer action words and action topics to achieve the
optimal recognition eﬀect and has a shorter recognition
time. Compared with the two types of action descriptors
proposed in this study, both HOD and SMIJ have longer recognition time. Since the HOD descriptor needs to count the
sum of the displacement of each joint point in diﬀerent
directions in diﬀerent dimensions, the calculation amount
is large and noise is easily introduced, so the eﬀect of the
descriptor is relatively poor. The SMIJ descriptor needs to
select the ﬁrst 6 joints with the largest amount of information from all joints in each time window. The selection process is more complicated and consumes a lot of time. The
experimental results show that although the accuracy of
the SVM method based on the hybrid kernel function in
the action recognition result is only slightly higher than that
of the template matching method, the time it takes to recognize the action is much lower than the template matching
method. This is because when using the template matching
method, to identify the input action category, it is necessary
to traverse the entire template library, which greatly
increases the running time of the program. When using
the SVM method of the mixed kernel function, due to the
principal component analysis method, only need to extract
the features of the picture, no need to traverse and analyze
each image, which greatly shortens the recognition time, so
it proves that the SVM method based on the hybrid kernel
function is feasible in action recognition, and it is a kind of
higher eﬃciency. Method. The template matching method
and the SVM method based on the hybrid kernel function
are used to identify the action category of the person in the
image. The results show that for nondatabase images, the
calculation speed of the two methods is basically unchanged,
and the recognition rate is reduced. This is mainly because
the types of actions in the database are limited, they are all
actions under the same background, and the direction of
application is the same.
4.5. Sample Size and Time Interval on Recognition Results.
The inﬂuence of sample size and time interval on the recognition result is shown in Figure 4. The recognition accuracy
rate of volleyball stroke is represented by a blue curve and a
red curve with a star. The number of samples increases from
1 to 5, and the recognition accuracy increases faster, while
from 5 to 50, it increases more and more slowly, until it
reaches the highest value at 50. The sampling interval is in
seconds, starting from 0.1 s and ending at 0.5 s, respectively,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 seconds. From the experimental
results, the recognition accuracy of the DTW algorithm will
indeed increase as the number of template samples
increases, and the recognition accuracy of the corresponding
DTW+SVM hierarchical recognition method will also
increase as the number of template samples increases. However, when the number of samples reaches 50, the recognition accuracy reaches the maximum, which means that
only 50 high-quality samples need to be found from 200
samples as template samples. The internal voting method
is adopted, and the number of votes is selected from more
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Figure 4: Inﬂuence of sample size and time interval on identiﬁcation results.
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to less. Arrange, take the ﬁrst 50 samples. It can be seen from
Figure 4 that the recognition time is closely related to the
number of samples, which means that the more samples,
the longer the recognition time. The reason is that the number of samples increases, and the number of template
matches for the DTW algorithm to recognize simple arm
movements will also be corresponding; the identiﬁcation
time will also increase. From Figure 4, it can be seen that
the sample size range is between 10 and 50. It is more appropriate to combine the sample size between 10 and 30. If you
need to improve the recognition accuracy, increase the number of samples, and if you need to shorten, recognition consumes time and reduces the number of samples. It can be
seen from Figure 4 that both the red curve and the blue
curve will decrease as the sampling interval increases, that
is, the recognition accuracy of simple arm movements and
the recognition accuracy of arm movements will decrease
as the sampling interval increases; the decreasing range is
getting bigger and bigger. When the sampling interval is
0.5 seconds, the recognition accuracy of arm movements is
only about 60%. The time spent on recognition decreases
as the sampling interval increases. It can be seen that it is
more appropriate to set the sampling interval to less than
0.8 seconds. If you need to improve the recognition accuracy, reduce the sampling interval, and if you need to reduce
the identiﬁcation consumption time, increase the sampling
interval. Considering the number of candidate segments,
the number of candidate segments k performs length statistics on all simple arm motion templates and sorts them from
high to low according to the number of occurrences. The
ﬁrst k lengths are selected as the length of the candidate segments, so the larger the value of k, the more the number of
candidate segments, the better the segmentation eﬀect, the
higher the recognition accuracy, and the smaller the k value,
the less the number of candidate segments, the worse the
segmentation eﬀect, and the lower the recognition accuracy.
And when k is from 1 to 2, the degree of improvement in
recognition accuracy is small, and the degree of improvement from 3 to 4 is very small, so the number of suitable
candidate segments k is selected between 3 and 4; if you need
to improve the recognition accuracy, it can be appropriate.
Modifying the value of the number of candidate segments
k, increasing k can slightly improve the recognition accuracy, but it will also increase the recognition time. The larger
the value, the more the number of candidate segments, the
better the segmentation eﬀect, the higher the recognition
accuracy, and the longer the recognition time. Conversely,
the smaller the k value, the worse the segmentation eﬀect,
the lower the recognition accuracy, and the more expensive
the recognition, the shorter the time.
4.6. Analysis of Median Filter Denoising Results. First, divide
the pixels into three groups, namely, P1, P2, and P3. Then,
sort the three groups separately to ﬁnd the maximum, middle, and minimum of the three groups. Finally, take the
smallest value among the three sets of maximum values,
the middle value among the three sets of intermediate
values, and the largest value among the three sets of minimum values, and then compare the intermediate values. This
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Figure 5: Median ﬁlter denoising results.

intermediate value is the required pixel value. This is the
content of the quick sort module 2, a total of 3 rows, 3 columns, and 6 sorts; each sorting only needs to delay 3 clock
cycles to get the result. Human body movements are characterized by high complexity and style diversity, and it is diﬃcult to avoid the introduction of noise when using wearable
sensors to collect movement data. Therefore, the timefrequency features extracted from movement data have a
nonlinear relationship with diﬀerent types of movements.
In the actual design, only one value sorting module is
needed, and the design can be completed by including them
in the top ﬁle, respectively. The median ﬁlter denoising
result is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from Figure 5 that
using the pipeline method for design, after the ﬁrst group of
9 pixels are quickly arranged, after a delay of three clock
cycles, the ﬁnal median value is the value of data 2. The
median value obtained in the second and third groups is also
delayed by three clock cycles before getting the result, which
shows that the design meets the requirements. It can be seen
from Figure 5 that the gray image has more noise, and after
median ﬁltering, most of the noise can be ﬁltered out. When
the signal strength is 90 T, at 2.0 m/s and 0.5 m/s speed, the
detection accuracy of the adaptive threshold reaches 93%
and 95%, respectively. Since the adaptive threshold dynamically adjusts the detection threshold according to the signal
conditions, it maintains a high detection rate under the
low signal condition of 9 T, and the accuracy of 3.0 m/s
and 0.5 m/s motion detection reaches 84% and 92%.

5. Conclusion
In this study, ﬁrstly, the analysis and management method of
volleyball action using a mobile device’s action sensor is proposed, and a two-layer AP gesture selection SVM action recognition algorithm is proposed, and the eﬀectiveness of the
algorithm is simulated and analyzed. The second is to make
use of resources. Based on Visual Studio programming technology, a motion recognition software system platform based
on MFC is designed and developed, which can recognize the
trained motion captured by Kinect in real time. In the aspect
of feature selection of action recognition, a SVM action
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recognition method based on two-layer AP gesture selection is
proposed. This method can quickly, accurately, and stably
select multiple gestures that can represent this kind of action
and accurately recognize them through support vector
machine. It avoids the shortcomings of the traditional clustering initialization algorithm which is complex or unstable.
According to diﬀerent application scenarios and information acquisition methods, human action recognition is
roughly divided into two categories: image-based and inertial sensor-based. With the development of electronic technology, information shows that the national surveillance
cameras have reached 30 million, recording a lot of video
information every day. In this study, under the basic framework of traditional video surveillance, the access detection
module, motion tracking module, motion recognition module, intelligent SMS notiﬁcation module, cheek control module, and analysis result display module are added, which
basically realizes the intelligent video surveillance function
in a simple environment. Because the development of an
ordinary video surveillance system has been quite mature,
in each module, action recognition is the most diﬃcult,
and the algorithm is also the most complex. This paper will
brieﬂy introduce the related research of video surveillance,
focusing on the related research of action recognition module. Adapt to more changing application scenarios. By
embedding the motion sensor into the small wearable
device, it is not aﬀected by the external environment, such
as light, background, range of motion, and obstacles. There
is no need for complex additional equipment, such as cameras; the user’s personal real environment does not aﬀect
the recognition eﬀect, so it has more application scenarios.
More direct access to motion data. Inertial sensors can
directly obtain the acceleration and angular velocity information in the process of motion. Through ﬁltering the measured data, high-precision measurement can be achieved,
which greatly improves the accuracy of feature extraction
in the process of recognition quality.
Through the eﬀective processing of acceleration information, we can extract the corresponding action information and infer the intention of the action executor. On the
basis of consulting a large number of ﬁelds of human motion
capture and behavior recognition, the behavior referred to in
pattern recognition is what we call action. Most human
activities can be divided into a single combination of actions,
so the recognition of behavior can be summed up as the recognition of a series of actions. Data-based action recognition
is a new research ﬁeld in the ﬁeld of pattern recognition. The
process can be simpliﬁed as the following steps: ﬁrstly, the
motion sensor obtains the acceleration and angular velocity
data generated during the motion and transmits the measured data to the mobile device through wireless transmission. Secondly, the mobile device processes the data and
extracts the characteristic value of the action. Finally, the
action is classiﬁed and recognized according to the characteristic value through the pattern recognition algorithm.
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